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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let 9 be a smooth foliation on a closed oriented manifold M. Let TP 
be its tangent bundle and Q = TMIT9, the normal bundle. Let g, be a 
Riemannian metric on M, which decomposes TM as an orthogonal direct 
sum TP 0 TPL, and canonically identifies TFL with Q. This gives rise to 
the bigrading of the algebra of smooth differential forms 52 = a,,,, 
~2”~” = r(A”TS* Q A”&*) g TA”Ts** @CzcMl fA”Q*. (1.1) 
The exterior derivative d decomposes as d = do,, + d,,, + d,, ~ I, where the 
double subscripts indicate the bidegrees of the bihomogeneous components. 
The spectral sequence associated to the filtration 
satisfies then canonically (E,, do) z (Sz, do, r ) (see, e.g., [ 1, 11 I). A natural 
idea is to try to find a relation between the cohomology E, = H(I~, do, ,) 
and the harmonic forms associated to the leafwise Laplacian d,, the 
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Laplacian canonically associated to do 1 l If ho _ 1 denotes the formal adjoint 
of do, 1, and D, = do, l + 6,, .- 1 the “Dikac operator along the leaves,” then 
A0 = 0:. These operators are also closely related to the operators used in 
the study of the index problem in [4, 171, and in the study of F-harmonic 
measures in [7]. In the spirit of Milgram and Rosenbloom [ 131, one has 
to study the heat flow associated to d,, and its long-time behavior. 
In [ 141 a similar study has been carried out for the basic Laplacian d B 
acting on the subcomplex Q, c Q, of basic forms of a Riemannian folia- 
tion, thereby reproving the Hodge decomposition theorem of [6, 123. This 
succeeded because of formal ellipticity properties of A,. 
In contrast, the operator A0 is defined on all forms but is only “elliptic 
along the leaves.” A first step towards the desired decomposition theorem 
can be made as follows. First one constructs a chain of Hilbert space com- 
pletions { Ho,,},,0 of 52, with &, 3 HO,r+ I, and compatible extensions 
6 
E 
d Q,l,r7 0,-l,r9 o,r= D do 1,r+Jo -1 r7 which define self-adjoint extensions 
Tar=&,: 
cahonical 
Dom(& ,) &, r -‘Hi,. of d,: 52, -+ Q,. These induce 
continuo& extensions do, 1, m, S,, _ 1, 0r), D,, x = do, I,m + So, I. X 
and finally & X = 0: x : Ho x -+ H, mJ to the Frechet space 1 , , - 
H 0,x = n H 0, r ’ (1 3) l 
rzo 
The heat flows associated to the operators a,. for t 2 0 yield semi-groups 
of bounded operators 
H 
Q -(Jo,, 
O,r -H 0, r * ( 1.4) 
For l+ 00, these give rise to the following Hodge decomposition theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let 9 be a smooth foliation on a closed Riemannian 
manifold. Then the Laplacian A0 along the leaves yields an orthogonal direct 
sum decomposition 
H ,,rkera,,Oimd,,~kera,,Oim~~,,Oim~~-,,,~. I , , , 1 1 , 
An abstract analogous result is proved in Section 2 in a formal functional 
analytic setting. In Section 3 this is applied to the situation at hand. 
In the case of an ordinary closed Riemannian manifold (viewed as a one 
leaf foliation, with TF = TM and Q = 0), the Laplacian in question is the 
ordinary Laplacian d = A,. Then the scalar Bochner-Weitzenbijck for- 
mula (see, e.g., [9]), implies that the usual Sobolev norms are equivalent 
with the operator defined norms given by (2.1) below, so that H,,, is the 
usual infinite Sobolev space H, of Q,. From the Sobolev Lemma it 
follows that H, ‘v Q,, so that the decomposition of Theorem A implies 
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the usual Hodge decomposition on forms. As noted by Roe, this construc- 
tion and interpretation works equally well for the case of complete oriented 
Riemannian manifolds of bounded geometry, see [ 1 S]. 
A similar interpretation of H,,, can be given for Riemannian foliations. 
The corresponding result proved in Section 4 is as follows. 
THEOREM B. Let the situation be as in Theorem A, and assume 9 to be 
Riemannian and the metric bundle-like. Then the space H,,, is the space of 
elements in L2(QM) defined by L2-Cauchy sequences (o,),,,,~ of smooth 
forms w, E Sz,, such that any sequence of smooth forms obtained from 
(~m)*,/v by leafwise derivatives of any order of its local coefficient functions 
is L2-Cauchy. 
Therefore, H,, o. is formed by the elements in L’(Q,,,,) whose leafwise 
derivatives of any order exist and are also in L*(Q,). 
Some comments on leafwise cohomologies resulting from these 
considerations are finally made in Section 5. 
The authors thank I. D. Berg and F. Kamber for helpful comments. 
2. AN ABSTRACT HODGE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
We begin with an arbitrary complex Hilbert space H, and a symmetric 
(not necessarily bounded) operator S on H with dense domain D c H. 
Suppose that S verifies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1 of Chernoff’s paper [3], 
i.e., S maps D into itself, and there is a one-parameter group V, of unitary 
operators on H such that V,D c D, V,S= SV, on D, and (d/dt) V,s = 
iSV,s for s E D. The definitions and results of this section are also valid for 
real Hilbert spaces, if the above conditions are satisfied by the correspond- 
ing complexifications. 
Let T= S*, which is a positive operator defined on D. For each integer 
r 2 0, let H,(T) denote the Hilbert space completion of D with respect to 
the scalar product 
(s, s’),= i (T’s, s’) for s, s’ E D. (2.1) 
i=o 
For the corresponding norms 11 llr, we have 
r 5 r’ * llsll r5 IId rf for all SED. (2.2) 
Thus we obtain the chain of continuous inclusions 
H=H,(T)I>H,(T)xH,(T)x ... xH,(T), (2.3) 
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where 
H,(T)= n H,(T) (2.4) 
r20 
is equipped with the obvious Frechet topology. 
Since the operator S is ( , ),-symmetric, by [3, Lemma 2.11 each power 
of S is essentially self-adjoint in H,(T). Let T, be the closure of T in H,(T). 
By (2.2) we have 
r 5 r’ a Dom( T,) 3 Dom( Tr,), (2.5) 
and the diagram 
Dom(T,) A H,(T) 
U U 
Dom( T,,) 2 H,. (T) 
(2.6) 
is commutative. 
From definition (2.1) it follows that 
H,+AT) c Dom(% 
and the restriction 
Tr: H,+,(T)+Hr(T) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
is a bounded operator. Moreover, the commutativity of (2.6) implies the 
commutativity of the diagram 
H,+,U’)~ H,(T) 
U U (2.9) 
H,+,(T) - H,+ I (0 
Hence the operators Tr define a continuous operator 
T,:H,(T)+H,(T). (2.10) 
By the spectral theorem and the positivity of Tr,, we have the semi-group 
of bounded operators 
e -'?H,(T)+ H,(T) for 220. (2.11) 
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2.12. hMMA. The diagrams 
are commutative. 
ProoJ: Let gr be the subspace of the space of analytic vectors s (see 
[20], for example), such that for all t 2 0 the series 
f (-m” -s 
n=O d . 
(2.13) 
is convergent in H, (T), and so its limit is e -‘%. 
By (2.2) we have Br+ 1 c Br. Then, by the commutativity of (2.6) and the 
density of Br+ l in H,+ 1 (T), the result follows. 1 
Since e - r7; converges strongly (as t + m) to the orthogonal projection 
Pb of H,(T) onto the kernel of 7i, (by the spectral theorem), from (2.12) 
we obtain the commutativity of the diagram 
U u (2.14) 
rs- 1 
H PO r+ 1 m -H (0 r+l = 
It follows that 
ker( Tr bker@r+l). (2.15) 
From (2.12) we also have that the operators em”; define a continuous 
operator PTY Kxm + Km(T)- 
For each t > 0 
#*(X)=e-‘“--l 
x 
(2.16) 
is a bounded continuous function on [0, oo), so we have the bounded 
operator tit( TJ on H,(T) defined by the spectral theorem. Using [S, 
p. 1199, Corollary 71, we obtain 
Dom( Trt,b,( i;,)) = H,(T). (2.17) 
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It follows that for all s E H,(T) 
s=e- ‘Trs - Tr$,( T,)s. (2.18) 
These are the same arguments as in [ 10, Lemma A.41. It is immediate that 
ker TY I im T, in H,(T). (2.19) 
Then (2.18) and (2.19) imply the following orthogonal direct sum decom- 
position 
H,(T)gker Tr@irn Tr. (2.20) 
From (2.5) and (2.6) we obtain further 
im(Fr)=)im(T,+,). (2.21) 
Then, since H,+,(T) is 11 (I.-dense in H,(T), from (2.15), (2.20), and (2.21) 
we obtain that ker( Tr) and im( Tr) are the 11 1 ,-completions of ker( Tr+ i) 
and im( Fr,, i), respectively. But it is clear that on ker( Fr,, ,) we have 
II II r+L = II llr, and thus 
ker( 7;,) = ker( T, ) = ker( T,) = . . . = ker( T,). (2.22) 
Therefore, since im( T,) is dense in each im( T,), the following fact results. 
2.23, PROPOSITION. Under the above conditions, we have the orthogonal 
direct sum decomposition 
H,(T)zker(T,)@im(T,). 
This result can be sharpened as follows. 
(2.24) 
2.25. PROPOSITION. Under the same hypothesis, suppose that there is an 
integer r 2 0 such that 0 is not an accumulation point of (I( T,) - {0}, where 
CJ( Tr) is the spectrum of FF. Then we have orthogonal direct sum decomposi- 
tions 
H,.(T)rker(T,.)@im(Tr:.) for all r’ 2 r, (2.26) 
and 
H,(T)gker(T,)@im(T,). (2.27) 
Proof: By (2.5) and the commutativity of (2.6) we have 
rsr’*a(T,)xa(T,.). (2.28) 
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So, if the hypothesis is verified for some integer r 10, it is also verified for 
any integer r’ 2 r. Therefore, it is enough to prove (2.26) for r’ = r. 
Suppose that 0 is not an accumulation point of (T(T,) - {0}, and let 
N = inf(cr( Tr) - (0)) > 0. Then we have 
lI~Al,>=~~ Ilsllr for all sEker(TY)inDom(Fr). (2.29) 
Let T,i be the restriction of T, to 
Dom( T,i) = ker( Tr):,,’ n Dom( r,). (2.30) 
T,I is a self-adjoint operator on ker(Tr)‘. Then by (2.29) and the spectral 
theorem, we have that l/T,i is a well-defined bounded operator on 
ker( Tr)‘. 
Again using [S, p. 1199, Corollary 71 we obtain 
Dom(T:( l/T,‘)) = ker( T,)‘, 
and 
T,Io(l/T,I)=id. 
Therefore, 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
ker(T,)l=im(Tf)=im(Tr). (2.33) 
which implies (2.26). 
To prove (2.27), it is enough to prove 
n im( Tr,) = im( T,). (2.34) 
r’2 r 
By assuming this we obtain that im( T,) is closed in H,(T). 
To prove (2.34) we observe that clearly im(T,) is contained in each 
im( T,,). On the other hand, take SE H,( T), so that for every r’ 2 r there 
exists s,, E Dom( T,.) such that T,.(s,,) = s. Then we can suppose that 
s,, E ker( T,.)l, obtaining that s,, = s, for all r’ 2 r and s E im( T,). 1 
Under the general hypothesis of this section we have the following 
lemmas. 
2.35. LEMMA. For all integers r 2 0 we have 
Dom(T,) CH,+ ,(T). (2.36) 
Proof Let s be in Dom(T,). Then there exists a sequence (s,) in D 
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which is I] II,-convergent o s and (Ts,) is I/ II,-convergent in H,(T). For 
integers n, m 2 0 we have then 
t-+1 
lb, -s n+mllf+1= c (T’(s,-s,+,),s,-s,,+,) 
i=O 
= IIs,--s n+,ll~+ <Tsn- Ts,,+rms,-s,+m)r 
5 /Is,--s n+mllf+ II%- Ts,,+,llr~ lb,--s,+,Ilr, 
and the last expression converges to zero as IZ + co. Therefore, (s,) is 
II II I + ,-Cauchy, which implies that s E H, + 1(T). 1 
2.31. LEMMA. For all t > 0 and all integers r 2 0 we have 
im(ePfTr) c H,(T). (2.38) 
Proof: Consider the real functions f(x) = x and g(x) = ePrx. Then by 
[S, p. 1199, Corollary 71 we have 
DomU g(~~,))=Dom((fg)(~~,))nDom(g(T,))=H,(T). (2.39) 
Hence, by (2.35) we obtain 
im(e -‘rr) c Dom( Fr) c H,+,(T). (2.40) 
Therefore, by (2.12) we have 
im((eP’rr)“)c H,+,(T) for all k > 0, (2.41) 
and since 
e prTr=(ep (tlk)T, k 1 , (2.42) 
the result follows. 1 
2.43. COROLLARY. The operators TV and T, have the same eigenvalues, 
and all their eigenvectors are in H,(T). 
Proof By the commutativity of (2.9) it is enough to prove that the 
eigenvectors of each operator T, are in H,(T). But if s is an eigenvector 
of Fr and A the corresponding eigenvalue, by the spectral theorem we have 
e-Trs=e-” s, so s E H,( T) by (2.37). i 
2.44. PROPOSITION. Assuming the conditions of (2.23), and in addition 
there is some r 2 0 such that H,(T) is separable and the inclusion 
H,, 1(T) 4 H,(T) is compact, then there exists a complete orthonormal 
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system (COS) { sj} fttr H,(T), consisting of eigenvectors of T, in H,(T), 
and if H,(T) is of infinite dimension, then the corresponding eigenvalues 
satisfy og,&~ h.- f co (so they are of finite multiplicity). 
Proof: We can suppose that H,(T) is of infinite dimension. As in the 
classical situation (see, e.g., [ 8]), one inverts the Friedrichs extension TF 1 
of the operator Tr + id to obtain a bounded operator 
G,F, =(T;y: , 7 Hr(n+Dm~N,.lm (2.45) 
which composed with the compact inclusion into H,(T) yields a compact 
self-adjoint strictly positive operator on H,(T). Thus CT1 has positive 
eigenvalues pr 2 p2 2 - - - JO with corresponding eigenveciors {si} con- 
stituting a COS for H,(T). Then it follows that Qi = Ris, with 
~j=pl:’ - 1, satisfying Or& 5;1& I=. TGO, Moreover, s+&,(T) by - 
(2.43). m 
Note that the hypothesis of (2.44) also implies the hypothesis of (2.29, 
so the orthogonal decompositions (2.26) and (2.27) also hold and T, is a 
Fredholm operator (with index zero, since it is self-adjoint). 
Proposition 2.44 is the abstract result generalizing the situation of the 
usual Laplacian associated to a closed Riemannian manifold, where the 
compactness of the Sobolev inclusions is given by Rellich’s Lemma. Tt also 
has the following converse. 
2.46. PROPOSITTON. Under the hypothesis uf (2.23), assume that H is 
separabk aud has ti COS(sj} consisting of eigenvecturs of T, SUCK that tk 
corresponding eigenvalues satisfy 0 5 )1, 15 & 5 - . - 1 co. Then each inclusion 
H, + 1(T) 4 H,(T) is compuct. 
ProoJ: From (2.1) we obtain for any r 2 0 
(3, s’),= c (T/s, s’) fur SE H,(T) and &E&(T). (2.47) 
j=O 
Hence, by (2.43) each H,(T) has a COS {sr i} given by , 
s ’ = (yJ - *j2 sj, r, 1 
r 
where Y~,~= c n-j; 
j=O 
(2.48) 
obtaining that 
(s r, i9 s>r=y;,y n (Si, s> for all s E H, ( T). (2.49) 
Let B be the unit ball in H, + l. Given E > 0 choose an integer L > 0 such 
that L-l/* < E. Since 0 < A1 s A, s g m m too, there exists an integer IV> 0 - 
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such that li 2 L for all iz N. Let 2 be the space of elements  E H,, ,(T) 
so that (si, s) = 0 for i= 1, . . . . N. Then for all SE Bn 2, we have by (2.48) 
and (2.49) 
l>IIsIlf+l= f Yr+l,i’l(Si9S)12 
i=l 
=;~l(Y~,j.1.+1).l(~i~~)12 
2L. II~llf~ 
and thus llsll I < E. Now the argument follows as in the proof of Rellich’s 
Lemma (see [ 19, Chapter III]). The unit ball of H, + i (T)/Z is precompact 
because Z is of finite codimension in H,, ,(T), so it can be covered by 
finitely many balls of radius E. Therefore, B can be covered by finitely many 
II Ij ,.-balls of radius 26, and so B is precompact in H,(T). 1 
Let S, be the closure of S in H,(T), which is self-adjoint. From the 
definition (2.1) it follows that 
Dom(S,) = H,+,(T), (2.50) 
and 
Hr.,(T)++ H,(T) 
U U (2.51) 
H,+,(T) - “+’ Hr, I(T) 
is a commutative diagram of bounded operators. Thus the operators S, 
define a continuous operator 
3,: H,(T)+ H,(T). (2.52) 
It is easy to check that 
ker(S,) = ker( T,) = ker( T,) = ker(S,), (2.53) 
and 
im(S,) I ker(S,), im(S,) I ker(S,). (2.54) 
Therefore, from (2.20) and (2.23) we obtain the orthogonal decompositions 
H,(T)zker(S,)@im(S,), (2.55) 
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and 
H,(T)rker(S,)@im(S,). (2.56) 
Propositions similar to (2.25), (2.44), and (2.46) hold replacing 7r and T, 
by S, and s, . But in this case there may be negative eigenvalues of SK, 
so the results corresponding to (2.44) and (2.46) have to be stated in the 
appropriate way. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
We apply the results of the preceding section to a smooth foliation 9 on 
a closed Riemannian manifold (M, gici). We have then the bigrading Q’x’ 
of forms given by (1.2), and the decomposition d = do,, + d,,. + d,, _ 1. We 
can assume that A4 is oriented thus the formal adjoint 6 of d can be given 
via the star operator * on 1;2 (see, e.g., [ 15, Chap. IV]). It decomposes as 
6=60,~,+6-,,,+6-2,1 and for each (i,j) we have 
~i,j=(-l)n(r+l)+‘*d_,,_,* on Q’, n = dim M. (3.1) 
As explained in the Introduction, we then have the Dirac operator along 
the leaves 
Do=do,,+h,, (3.2) 
and the Laplacian along the leaves 
do=@=do,, do,-, +do,-, do,,, (3.3) 
where the last equality follows from d z, 1 = 0, Si _ 1 = 0. 
The complexification of the leafwise Dirac ‘operator D, satisfies the 
hypothesis of Chernoff’s Lemma 2.1 in [3]. This is obtained from [3, 
Corollary 1.41. Then, with the notation of Section 2, we have the real 
Hilbert space HO,, = H,(d,) and H,,, = H,(d,). The operators D, and d, 
can be extended to continuous operators 
B ~o,m:Ho,m+Ho,,, 0,‘x 3 (3.4) 
yielding the orthogonal decompositions 
Ho,,~kerdo,,Oim~o,,rker~o,,~imDo,. (3.5) 
Moreover, the spaces $2”~” are ( , ),,,-orthogonal to each other for each 
X30/9912-16 
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integer r 2 0, where ( , )O,r denotes the scalar product of H,,,. It follows 
that D,,, can be decomposed as the sum of the continuous operators 
(3.6) 
which are extensions of d,,, and 6,, --1, respectively. Since im d,,, , and 
im 6,, ~ i are ( , ),,-orthogonal for each integer r 2 0, from (3.5) we obtain 
the orthogonal decomposition 
H,,,~kerd,,,Oim~~,,,,Oim~~,~,,,. (3.7) 
This is the Hodge decomposition along the leaves of 9 stated in 
Theorem A. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM B. 
In the same context as in the preceding section, assume now moreover that 
the foliation 9 is Riemannian and the metric bundle-like. Let p = dim 9, 
q=dimQ, and n=dimM=p+q. 
We define a new connection on M by 
~,Y=n,V,7r,Y+7cQV,7rQY (4.1) 
for vector fields X, Y, where V = VM is the Levi-Civith connection 
associated to g,, and 7c9, rcQ the orthogonal projections of TM onto TF, 
Q, respectively. The induced connection on AT*M verifies 
6, = Px)o,o on Q,, for all vector fields X. (4.2) 
From Reinhart’s characterization of bundle-like metrics in [ 161, it 
follows that V, Y = 0 for any infinitesimal transformation Y of 9 of unit 
length, and orthogonal to 9. Thus i, V, tl = 0 for all 01 ESz’y.. From this it 
is easy to obtain the following result using Koszul’s formulas for d and 6 
(see, e.g., [15, Chap. IV]). 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let E, , . . . . E, be a (local) orthonormal frame of TF 
on a distinguished chart U c AI, and C(~, . .. . up the dual co-frame of TP * ( U. 
Then for any o E sZ”,‘( U) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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For the following we can assume without loss of generality that A4 and 
9 are oriented. Then the orientations of TM and TF induce an orienta- 
tion of Q, yielding the star operators 
*-.r/i”T*~rSZO.“-tRO.“~” .Y . (4.6) 
*g:r/iUQ*,au,o~n4~u,o, (4.7) 
with analogue properties to those of the usual star operator. A 
straightforward calculation gives the following lemma. 
4.8. LEMMA. We have according to the tensor expression ( 1.1) 
*=(-1)“‘” “‘*,,0*a:~2”,“-,~2Y~U’P L’, 
On a distinguished chart U we can find basic l-forms fi,, . . . . /?, E Q’,‘(U), 
i.e., satisfying do, i b, = 0, such that for each x E U the (fi,), form an oriented 
orthonormal basis of Q.:. This implies the decomposition 
(4.9) 
4.10. PROPOSITION. With respect to the decomposition (4.9), we have 
D,=D,@id on Q(U). 
ProojI It is enough to prove 6,. _, = 6,. _ i 0 id, which is reduced to a 
simple sign verification by using (3.1) and (4.8). 1 
With the same notation, each BE /i( @Y=, [w. flj) is supposed to be 
extended by zero to the whole manifold M. In this way, if B # 0 then it is 
not continuous on the boundary of U, but it defines an element in L2(0,). 
4.11. LEMMA. Let a, IX’ E 52,. (U) and p, 8’ E A( @.Iy= , R . flj). Then we have 
(i) a A *,D’= +U, P’>(l/Vol(u)). PI * ... A B, 
(ii) (~1 A /?, Co A /?‘) = f (a, cr’)(b, fi’)(l/Vol(U)). 
Proof: We can assume p and 8’ to be of the same degree. Then we have 
p A *o B’E lR.B, A ... A B,. Hence from (4.8) we obtain (i). 
(ii) follows easily using (4.8) and (i). 1 
Now, for each integer r 2 0 let 61: 52, + r( 0 r TF* 0 AT*M) be the 
operator defined by V in the usual way, 
@$o)(X,@ . . . 0X,)=$,, . ..6.co for X,E~T,F. (4.12) 
Also let further 6,; denote the formal adjoint of 6, = 6.1,. 
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Using arguments similar to those in [19, Chap. 21, (4.3) yields the 
“leafwise Bochner-Weitzenbiick formula,” 
A,=f’&+l?, on sZ$, (4.13) 
where &F is an operator of order zero involving the curvature of 6. 
It can be seen easily that in general (4.13) does not hold on the entire 
Q,. Nevertheless, we have the following result. 
4.14. LEMMA. For each integer r 2 0 there is a constant c > 0 such that if 
o=c( A /?EQ,(U), with a~l2lj’.(U) andjEA(@rC1 rW.fij), then we haoe 
0) l140,r 5 c I140,r. 11811, 
(ii) ll~llo,r~ IIBII 6 c. ll40.~~ 
(iii) II?&4 5~ .CIco lIf%4l . 11811, 
(iv) llf$~ll . IIPII 5 c .CIzo Il%4. 
Proof: (i) and (ii) follow directly from (4.10) and (4.13). For any 
integer rn > 0 and for all vector fields X,, . . . . X, we have 
where c = (a,, . . . . ok) ranges over the k-tuples of integers such that 
lSa,<o,< . ..<a.~rn-l,andL,isaline~rmapofn(Oy=,rw.p,)to 
Q(U), which is defined using the connection V. By taking a smaller open 
subset of U if needed, we can consider the image of each L, as a subspace 
of L2(Q,,,). Then, since A( @J!= i R -/Ij) is of finite dimension, the operators 
L, are bounded. Therefore, (iii) follows directly from (4.15). 
The proof of (iv) follows easily by induction using (4.11)(ii) and 
(4.15). 1 
4.16. PROPOSITION. Each norm II (/O,r is equivalent o the norm II II& on 
52, defined by 
llollb,r = ( i l10bwlly2. 
i=O 
Prooj By (4.14) it is enough to prove that 11 /IO,r is equivalent to II II&,, 
on Sz’,‘, where it is a consequence of (4.13) by using a standard induction 
argument. 1 
Now Theorem B follows directly from Proposition 4.16. 
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5. LEAFWISE COHOMOLOGIES 
Under the hypothesis of Theorem A, (H,, , d,,, l,co) is a topological dif- 
ferential space, and its cohomology, H(HO,m, 60,1,33), has the induced 
topology. We define the reduced cohomology of (H,, , &,, ,,m), denoted 
~(~O,,~ 4lJs ) (or simply X), to be the quotient of H(H,,,, L&,,,~) by 
the closure of the trivial subspace. Then from Theorem A we obtain a 
canonical isomorphism 
ker(a,,,) E ~9. (5.1) 
In the same way, the reduction &1 of El is defined in [Z] using the 
P-topology of Q. There is a canonical homomorphism of 8, to 2, and 
hence also to K= ker(a, ,). 
The bigradation of Q ‘induces a bigradation on H,, 21, which defines a 
bigradation in both K and SF’. 
If A4 is oriented, by (3.1) the star operator * induces isomorphisms 
for all integers u and u. Thus, by (5.1) we also have duality isomorphisms 
.&7u,“~~~--u,P--~ (5.3) 
If both A4 and 9 are oriented, then according to the tensor decomposi- 
tion (1.1) we have the operators *,F 0 id and id 0 *o on 8. Then, assuming 
F to be Riemannian and the metric bundle-like, these operators also 
induce duality isomorphisms by (4.10) 
Remark. In [17], J. Roe proves the following result for any smooth 
foliation 9 on a closed Riemannian manifold M. If c( E TAT*9 = Qz, 
then e- “‘% E sZ$ for any t 2 0. When % is Riemannian and the metric is 
bundle-like, by (4.10) we also have ePfdo,,(SZM) c Q,. Considering the limit 
as t -+ GO, in general the orthogonal projection of H,,, on K does not 
preserve 52,. This can easily be seen for the Reeb foliation on S3. 
Nevertheless we conjecture that it is true when 9 is Riemannian and the 
metric bundle-like, for in this case the distance between two leaves is 
locally constant, hence the limit as t + cc of ePfzo,‘cr should not produce 
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“transverse singularities” when a is smooth. If this conjecture were true, we 
would have the orthogonal decomposition 
Q,,, = Ker(D,) @ Im(D,), 
and the canonical isomorphism 
&I 2 Ker(D,). 
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